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A resource pack to celebrate the art of
storytelling through literacy and creativity.

Instructions and Terms of Use
Please think before you print! Make sure you are not printing all
pages, only those you need in the size you need.
Many of the included templates and activities can be used as an
exemplar or modelled - then students create their own, from finger
puppets to graphic organisers.
A variety of resources are provided to fit where you are at in your
curriculum. It would be overwhelming to try and include everything
from this packet, choose what meets the needs of your learners and
your academic planning.
If there is something additional that you think is needed, tell me, I’d
love to provide it for you!
These materials are for classroom use only. Reproduction and sales
are not permitted without explicit written permission from Our Yellow
Bench. However, do feel free share this resource freely with other
teachers and parents. It was made with love for learning and literacy,
but please do not take advantage and profit from our hard work.
More information and resources about our
storytelling projects at:

ouryellowbench.com
YouTube

Instagram

Facebook
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Content in the Teaching Pack
KWL

5-6

See-Think-Wonder

7 - 10

Video and QR code

11

Good Readers… Make predictions

12 - 15

Story Elements

16 - 17

Learning
Engagement

Teaching Strategies and Planning Ideas

Resources Provided

KWL

Generate and share ideas about knowledge
of storytelling and fictional stories and
fables.

KWL chart (2)

See Think
Wonder

Use the See-Think-Wonder visible thinking
strategy from Project Zero to generate
ideas and build curiosity and interest before
viewing the story.

Graphic organizer for class,
groups or individuals (two
versions)
Teacher questions and
conversation prompts.

Storytelling
Video

Use the QR code to access the YouTube
video.
Segment the story to provide opportunities
for making predictions.

Printable QR code and clickable
link for the storytelling video

Making
Predictions

Explicitly teach the reading comprehension
strategy of predicting.
Good readers practising making smart
guesses about what will happen in a story.

Making Predictions
Teaching Anchor Chart (2)
Student Graphic Organizer (2)

Story
Elements

Explore common story elements in fiction
stories and identify them in Hassani.

Student Response Sheet (2)
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We already know...

Know
We want to know...

Want
We have learned...
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Learned

What we know, want to know and have
learned about storytelling!
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We have learned...
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See - Think - Wonder
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Name: ____________________

See - Think - Wonder
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It makes me wonder...
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Name: ____________________

See - Think - Wonder

See
In this illustration, I see...

Think
After looking closely, I think...

Wonder
It makes me wonder...
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See - Think - Wonder
If you are not yet familiar with See-Think-Wonder, it is an incredible thinking routine
from Project Zero at Harvard Graduate School of Education to promote thinking in
the classroom. This particular routine is used at the point of introduction for a new
topic. You can learn more about this routine and developing it among your learners
here: https://pz.harvard.edu/resources/see-think-wonder
Here are some questions/prompt you could use to guide conversations among
students with this routine and this illustration.
See:
Who do you so in this illustration?
What details do you notice?
What is happening around the characters?
What do you notice in the foreground or front of the picture?
What objects and images are in the background?
Is there anything else you can point to in this picture that looks interesting or
could be important?
Think:
What do you think is going on? Can you tell me more about that?
What do you think about the characters? What makes you say that?
How do you think the characters are feeling? What are the clues from the
artist?
We know that most characters in stories have problems, what do you think the
problem might be for this story?
Wonder:
What do you want to know more about?
What questions do you have for the characters? For the storyteller? For the
artist?
I noticed that you saw/thought ______, is there anything that you wondered
about that?
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Hassani Story Access

Meet Hassani!
Like most stories, our
tale begins by
introducing you to the
setting and the main
character.
Very quickly you will
notice, Hassani has a
problem!

Click to view or scan the QR code:

YouTube
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Good Readers

Make Predictions

We predict by...
● coming up with ideas before and during reading
● making a smart guess about what will happen in a
story
● using clues that the author gives us
● by thinking… what might happen next?
● not worrying if our predictions are correct, but by
thinking deeply about our story
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Name: ____________________

Good Readers

Make Predictions

Before reading, I think...

During reading, some of my ideas have changed. I think...

I used to think...

Now I think...
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Name: ____________________

Story Elements
Identifying story elements helps readers to understand stories better.
Watch and listen to HASSANI, then write or draw and label the elements
of the story.

Characters - WHO

Problem - WHAT happened

WHERE and WHEN -

HOW did it end -

Setting

Solution
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Thanks and Credits
Thank you, wonderful educators for using this and other resources of
ours and we hope it works in your classroom and brings storytelling
alive.
A special thank you to our artist, Sepideh Baratian for illustrating this
story and providing teachers, parents and learners with rich imagery
to bring this and other stories to life. If you love her work, follow her
to see more on Instagram.
We hope you’ve LOVED teaching Hassani and consider buying the rest
of the resources in this bundle to use during and after the story.

More information and resources about our
storytelling projects at:

ouryellowbench.com
YouTube

Instagram

Facebook
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